A new three-parameter generalized distribution, namely, half-logistic generalized Weibull (HLGW) distribution, is proposed. The proposed distribution exhibits increasing, decreasing, bathtub-shaped, unimodal, and decreasing-increasing-decreasing hazard rates. The distribution is a compound distribution of type I half-logistic-G and Dimitrakopoulou distribution. The new model includes half-logistic Weibull distribution, half-logistic exponential distribution, and half-logistic Nadarajah-Haghighi distribution as submodels. Some distributional properties of the new model are investigated which include the density function shapes and the failure rate function, raw moments, moment generating function, order statistics, L-moments, and quantile function. The parameters involved in the model are estimated using the method of maximum likelihood estimation. The asymptotic distribution of the estimators is also investigated via Fisher's information matrix. The likelihood ratio (LR) test is used to compare the HLGW distribution with its submodels. Some applications of the proposed distribution using real data sets are included to examine the usefulness of the distribution.
Introduction
Statistical distributions are the basic aspects of all parametric statistical techniques including inference, modeling, survival analysis, and reliability. For the analysis of lifetime data, it is an important task to fit the data by a statistical model. A number of lifetime distributions have been developed in literature for this purpose. The widely used lifetime models usually have a limited range of behaviors. Such type of distributions cannot give a better fit to model all the practical situations. Recently, several authors have developed a number of families of statistical models by applying different techniques. Various techniques have been introduced in the literature to derive new flexible models as discussed by Lai [1] .
Marshall and Olkin [2] introduced an effective technique to extend a family of distributions by addition of another parameter. By applying this technique, they generalized the exponential and the Weibull distributions. Al-Zahrani and Sagor [3] proposed the Poisson Lomax model by compounding the Poisson Lomax distributions. Bidram and Nadarajah [4] introduced the exponentiated EG2 distribution by using the method of resilience parameter. Kus [5] considered compounding of Poisson and exponential distribution.
Gurvich et al. [6] generalized the Weibull distribution offering a new distribution function elucidating a wide range of functional forms of the effect of size on the strength distribution, using a simple method of evaluation of the basic statistical parameters. Nadarajah and Kotz [7] , Lai et al. [8] , Lai et al. [9] , and Xie et al. [10] further discussed some modifications of the Weibull model.
In this paper, another extension of the extended Weibull distribution is introduced using half-logistic-G generator. So we propose the half-logistic generalized Weibull (HLGW) distribution without adding any extra parameter to the baseline model. The new model is the compound distribution of two previously known distributions, one of which follows the class proposed by Gurvich et al. [6] and the other is type I half-logistic-G model. The proposed model is able to depict more complex hazard rates and provides a good alternate to the Weibull distribution that does not exhibit upside-down bathtub-shaped or unimodal failure rates.
Dimitrakopoulou et al. [11] established a three-parameter lifetime model with PDF ( ; , , ) Journal of Probability and Statistics where > 0 and , > 0 are the shape parameters and > 0 is a scale parameter. The CDF corresponding to (1) is
In this paper, a three-parameter lifetime model is presented which is the compound model of the previously known models introduced by Dimitrakopoulou et al. [11] and half-logistic-G (HL-G) distribution called half-logistic generalized Weibull (HLGW) distribution. The half-logistic-G distribution is presented by Cordeiro et al. [12] with the CDF
where ( ; ) is the CDF of the baseline distribution and > 0 is the shape parameter. As a special case, for = 1, the TIHL-G is the half-logistic-G (HL-G) model with cumulative distribution function
The corresponding PDF to (4) is given by
where ( ) = ( / ) ( ) and ( ; ) = 1 − ( ; ). The rest of the paper is unfolded as follows. Section 2 contains the introduction of the half-logistic generalized Weibull (HLGW) distribution and provides the plots of its density function. Section 3 explores the distributional properties of the HLGW model. In Section 4, the method of maximum likelihood estimation is used to obtain the estimators of unknown parameters. The asymptotic distribution of the estimators is also investigated in this section via Fisher's information matrix. A simulation study is discussed in Section 5 to check out the accuracy of point and interval estimates of the HLGW parameters. Section 6 involves some applications of the HLGW distribution using lifetime data sets to examine the fitness of the proposed model. Section 7 provides concluding remarks about the paper.
The Half-Logistic Generalized Weibull Distribution
Substitution of (1) and (2) in (5) results the following PDF of the HLGW distribution:
( ; , , )
The CDF associated with (6) is as follows:
The parameters , > 0 are the shape parameters and > 0 is a scale parameter. From now on, a random variable with PDF (6) will be written as ∼HLGW( , , ).
Distributional Properties
This section deals with the investigation of the distributional properties of HLGW distribution. The statistical properties include the plots of the density function, the failure rate function, raw moments, moment generating function, order statistics, L-moments, and quantile function.
Special Cases.
The HLGW distribution includes the following distributions as special cases:
(i) For = 1, the HLGW model reduces to the halflogistic Weibull (HLW) model with the PDF
where is the shape parameter and is the scale parameter. For − = , the half-logistic Weibull model is also called the power half-logistic distribution (PHLD) proposed and studied by Krishnarani [13] .
(ii) For = = 1, the HLGW model generates a new model, the half-logistic exponential (HLE) model, with scale parameter and the PDF
(iii) For = 1, the HLGW model gives another new model, the half-logistic Nadarajah-Haghighi (HLNH) model, with the PDF
where and are the shape and scale parameters, respectively.
The Shapes of HLGW Distribution.
The following are the conditions under which the PDF of the HLGW distribution (6) shows different behaviors:
(i) For < 1, the PDF is monotone decreasing with lim →0 + ( ; ) = ∞, lim →∞ ( ; ) = 0.
(ii) For = 1, the same shape is exhibited with lim →0 + ( ; ) = /2 and lim →∞ ( ; ) = 0. (iii) For > 1, the PDF has the value zero at the origin;
then it increases to a higher value and then decreases, falling towards the value of zero at infinity.
Various behaviors of the PDF are shown in Figure 1 , for some parameter values; = 1. The mode of density (6) can be obtained from ( / )[log( ( ))]| = 0 = 0.
Hazard Rate Function (HRF).
For is a random variable, the HRF is given as ℎ( ) = ( )/ ( ), where = 1 − represents the survival function given by
The HRF of ∼HLGW( , , ) can be written as
for > 0, demonstrating different shapes for different parameter values. By differentiating (12) , it can be easily checked that (a) for = 1 and = 1, the value of HRF ℎ( ) is zero at the origin; then it increases to its maximum; after that it is constant, (b) for ≥ 1 and > 1 or < 1 and ≤ 1, ℎ( ) has increasing or decreasing behavior, (c) for ≥ 1 and < 1,
The different hazard shapes are shown in Figure 2 for different parameter values. By restricting ( + 1) − 1 ∈ , the failure rate function (12) can also be depicted as
for > 0, where = (
+1 ) +1 and = ( + 1). Thus the HRF can be written as the sum of terms and hence (13) is the failure rate function of a series system of components.
Moments. In this section, the th moment
= [ ] of the HLGW model is presented as an infinite sum representation. The first four moments for = 1, 2, 3, 4 have been calculated accordingly.
Theorem 1.
Let ∼HLGW( , , ) be a random variable, where , , > 0, and the th moment of about the origin is as follows:
where = 1, 2, 3, 4 and / ∈ N.
Corollary 2.
Let ∼HLGW( , , ) be a random variable, where , , > 0 and / ∈ N. The first four moments of the random variable are
Moment Generating Function (MGF).
The MGF of is retrieved from 
Theorem 3. let ∼HLGW( , , ) be a random variable, and the moment generating function (MGF) of is given by
where / ∈ N.
3.6. Order Statistics. Let 1 , 2 , . . . , be a random sample of size from a distribution with PDF ( ) and CDF ( ) and 1: , 2: , . . . , : are the analogous order statistics. The PDF and CDF of : , 1 ⩽ ⩽ , are
where ( , − + 1) is the beta function.
Theorem 4. Let ( ) and ( ) be the PDF and CDF of random variable ∼HLGW( , , )
; then the PDF of : is
where : = [( , − + 1)] −1 . The CDF corresponding to (18) is
L-Moments.
Suppose that we have a random sample
. The th population L-moments are as follows:
We use the substitution = 1 + , so = (( − 1)/ ) 1/ and
, where 1/ ∈ N. Therefore, we get 6 Journal of Probability and Statistics
By working out the integration, we arrive at the following formula:
where
.
(23)
The relation (22) can be used to find out the first L-moments of : ; that is, for = = 1 we get
The other two moments, 2 and 3 , are, respectively, given by
3.8. Quantile Function. For to be a random variable with the PDF (6), the quantile function ( ) is
The above relation is used to find the quantile function of HLGW distribution. Therefore, we have
Hence, the generator for can be given by the following algorithm:
(1) Generate ∼uniform(0, 1).
(2) Use (27) and obtain an outcome of by = ( ).
By using the quantile function (27), we can examine the Bowley skewness [14] and Moors kurtosis [15] for HLGW as follows: Table 1 illustrates the values of skewness and kurtosis for the HLGW model for some values of , , and . It can be noted that the skewness and kurtosis are free of parameter and they are decreasing functions of the parameters and . 
Estimation
The log-likelihood function is expressed as ℓ ( ; , , ) = ln (2) + ln ( ) + ln ( ) + ln ( )
Taking the first partial derivatives of ℓ( ; , , ) with respect to , , and and letting them equal zero, we obtain a nonlinear system of equations.
(1 + )
The above equations cannot be solved analytically, and statistical software can be used to solve them numerically via iterative methods and get the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of , , and . where , , = 1, 2, 3, are the second partial derivatives of (29) with respect to , , and . They are the entries of Fisher's information matrix analogous to , , and , respectively, which are given in Appendix. The diagonal of matrix in (31) gives the variances of the MLEs of , , and , respectively. Approximation by a standard normal (SN) distribution of the distribution of̂= (̂− )/ √V ar(̂), wherê= (̂,̂,̂), results in an approximate 100(1 − )% confidence interval for aŝ
where /2 is the upper ( /2)100th percentile of SN distribution. We can use the likelihood ratio (LR) test to compare the fit of the HLGW distribution with its submodels for a given data set. For example, to test = 0, the LR statistic is w = 2[ln( (̂,̂,̂))−ln( (̃,̃, 0))], wherê,̂, and̂are the unrestricted estimates and̃,̃are the restricted estimates. The LR test rejects the null hypothesis if w > 2 , where 2 denotes the upper 100 ∈ % point of the 2 -distribution with 1 degree of freedom.
Simulation Study
The MLEs can be checked out by a simulation study. The following steps can be followed:
(1) By using (6), 5,000 samples of size are achieved.
The variates of the HLGW distribution are developed using
for ∼ (0, 1). (2) The MLEs are computed for the samples, sayΘ = (̂,̂,̂) for = 1, 2, . . . , 5,000.
(3) The mean square errors (MSEs) are calculated for every parameter.
The above steps were repeated for = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 250, and 500 with = 1.5, = 5, = 0.5 and = 1.5, = 10, = 1. Table 2 shows the bias and MSEs of , , and . It can be deduced through the table that MSEs for individual parameters fall to zero when sample size increases.
Applications
This section deals with the applications of the HLGW model to two lifetime data sets, that is, the data of 213 observed values of intervals between failures of air conditioning system of Boeing 720 jet airplanes and the data of waiting times (min) of 100 bank customers. Estimates of the parameters of HLGW distribution (standard errors in parentheses) and Cramervon Mises * , Anderson Darling * , and K-S statistics are presented for the data sets. In general, the smaller the values of * , * , and K-S statistics, the better the fit. We compare the proposed model with other models for the same data sets to check the potentiality and flexibility of new model.
Air Conditioning Systems Failure Data.
The first application concerns 213 observed values of intervals between failures of air conditioning system of Boeing 720 jet airplanes firstly analysed by Proschan [16] . We have compared the performance of the HLGW distribution with its submodels as well as with some other well-known models given below.
The Weibull Poisson (WP) distribution by Lu and Shi [17] with the PDF: The complementary Weibull geometric (CWG) distribution by Tojeiro et al. [18] with the PDF:
for , , , and > 0. The Weibull (W) distribution with PDF:
for > 0, > 0, and > 0.
The estimated values of the parameters with standard errors (SE) are found using the method of maximum likelihood estimation. Table 3 gives the estimated values of the parameters along with their standard errors and the test statistics have the smallest values of * , * , and K-S statistic for the data set under HLGW distribution as compared to the other models. Based on these values, it is concluded that HLGW distribution is the best model as compared to the other models to fit this data set. This conclusion can also be made by the CDF plots for empirical and fitted HLGW distributions using data of 213 values of intervals between failures of air conditioning system in Figure 3(a) for the data. In Figure 3(b) , the TTT plot is shown for the data set. The failure rate shape for this data set is decreasing, as its TTT plot is convex.
The LR test statistics of hypotheses 0 : HLW versus : HLGW, 0 : HLE versus : HLGW, and 0 : HLNH versus : HLGW are 10.956 ( value = 0.00093), 33.651 ( value = 0.00001), and 3.256 ( value = 0.071163), respectively. We conclude that there is a significant difference between HLW and HLGW distributions, HLE and HLGW, and also between HLNH and HLGW distributions at the 10% level.
Waiting Time Data.
The data encountered in the second application involves data of waiting times (min) of 100 bank customers used by Bidram and Nadarajah [4] . We have compared the performance of the HLGW distribution with its submodels as well as with some other well-known distributions, such as the Weibull and the complementary Weibull geometric distribution. We also use the LR test to compare the HLGW distribution and its submodels.
The estimated values of the parameters, the standard errors, and the goodness-of-fit test statistics * , * , and K-S statistic for the data of waiting time are given in Table 4 . These tables illustrate that HLGW model shows a good fit for this data set as compared to the other distributions. The CDF plot for empirical and HLGW distributions using the data set of waiting time in Figure 4 (a) also confirms the fitness of HLGW distribution. Figure 4 (b) expresses the TTT plot for this data set. Since the TTT plot of the data set is concave, the data set has increasing hazard rate shape. The LR test statistics of the hypotheses 0 : HLW versus : HLGW, 0 : HLE versus : HLGW, and 0 : HLNH versus : HLGW are 5.501 ( value = 0.019006), 11.85 ( value = 0.000577), and 9.271 ( value = 0.002328). The HLGW distribution is significantly better than HLW, HLE, and HLNH distributions. There is no difference between HLGW and Weibull distribution based on the LR test; however the goodness-of-fit statistics * , * , and K-S statistic clearly show that HLGW distribution is better than Weibull distribution for the data.
Conclusion
We have proposed a three-parameter lifetime generalized distribution, referred to as the half-logistic generalized Weibull (HLGW) distribution. The HLGW distribution has three other distributions like the half-logistic exponential, the halflogistic Weibull, and the half-logistic Nadarajah-Haghighi distributions, as its submodels. The new model exhibits a variety of shapes of the failure rate function, that is, increasing, increasing and then constant, decreasing, bathtub, unimodal, and decreasing-increasing-decreasing (DID) shapes. Various statistical properties of the HLGW distribution are derived and studied in detail. We estimated the parameters involved in the model by using the method of MLEs. Two real data sets are used to illustrate the flexibility, potentiality, and usefulness of HLGW distribution. It is concluded that HLGW model delivers better fitting than the other lifetime models and we hope that HLGW distribution may attract wider range of practical applications and this research may serve as a reference and benefit future research in the subject field of study.
Appendix

Fisher's Information Matrix
The elements of Fisher's information matrix analogous to , , and : 
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